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The paper constructs a general equilibrium model of education which is distinguished by a 'job ladder' or sticky wages, combined with the assumption that educated labor is preferred over uneducated labor, i.e. per a 'fairness-in-hiring' rule, when there is excess demand for jobs at given wages. This theory of education, considered to be relevant to liberal arts education in underdeveloped countries, is contrasted with the human capital doctrine and the Arrow–Spence screening theories. The analysis is mainly focused on examining the social inefficiency properties of the educational process captured in the model constructed.

1. Introduction

Education turns a person into a different 'kind' of labor. Any economic analysis of education therefore must be based on a theory as to what this difference consists in; it must also presuppose a theory as to how the market for this kind of labor functions. In consequence, any theory of education may be distinguished from others on either of these two dimensions.

In this paper, we propose, and analyze in general equilibrium, a theory of education that in fact differs from the usual theories on both dimensions. To appreciate this, it is useful to distinguish among the different hypotheses about what education does and about how the market for educated labor functions, including in our taxonomy the ideas that we formalize in this paper.

1.1. What education does

(1) The most familiar, and indeed the most obvious as also traditional, theory of what education does is that education confers skills which are tanta-
mount to 'human capital' formation. This approach has naturally been developed most extensively by the Chicago School.

(2) The radical economists of present U.S. vintage, on the other hand, have advanced the interesting view that the role of education is to 'socialize' the educated, breaking them into productive workers in the capitalist economy. This view leads to no special wrinkles as far as the divergence between social and private returns to education is concerned and, on that dimension, is indistinguishable from the human capital theory.

(3) An alternative view of education has been advanced by Spence (1973) and Arrow (1973). In this view, education imparts neither training nor socialization. Rather, it acts as a filter, screening and grading the educated. Education, in itself, is therefore not productive in the sense of imparting skills or socialization to the educated but it does manage to convey the information about ability to prospective employers. By acquiring it, therefore, the ones with ability are able to secure better wages; and hence education offers a private return. But clearly a divergence between private and social returns can follow.

(4) An altogether different view of education however can be that it is an instrument for job competition. Imagine a job specification with a certain number of jobs at a wage. If the wage is sticky, an excess supply of labor at that wage cannot be cleared by lowering the wage. Then, the access to these jobs, in a competitive system, could imply a resort to either a randomized choice from among the available labor force or another method of choice from that labor force which otherwise preserves a sense of fairness. Education can then be perceived as an attribute which, when acquired, gives a member of this labor force precisely the attribute which the employer can utilize to prefer him to other (uneducated or lesser-educated) members of the labor force seeking the jobs. The sociological principle of job selection then is to prefer those who are more educated to those who are less: that seems 'fair' as the educated have 'put in more' to get the job, even though the job does not 'require' any education at all for satisfactory performance. The 'fairness' principle of preferring the

1 An apt example of our fairness-in-hiring rule is provided by the recent hiring of an Accounts Assistant at the Indian Statistical Institute. Although the required educational qualification was stated as high school diploma, the fact of a large number of applicants led the selection committee to consider only those applicants who had a Bachelor's or Master's Degree. Additional references to such 'casual empiricism' are listed by Fields (1974). In the U.S. context, also see the interesting piece by Thurow (1972).

2 (i) The obverse of 'fairness,' of course, is prejudice. Thus, when jobs are rationed or scarce in relation to applicants, one may not hire those whom one is prejudiced against, e.g., blacks may be ruled out from the jobs by white employers. This is discrimination in hiring rather than discrimination in wages.

(ii) The fairness-in-hiring notion, developed in this paper, extends also to other phenomena. Thus, men may be hired in preference to women because 'men have to support families' and therefore it is 'fair' to prefer them. This theme has been developed and its similarity to our fairness-in-hiring rule is noted by Desai (1975).

(iii) The 'fairness-in-hiring' rule may, in fact, be 'unfair' if those who manage to get educated have better access to educational facilities owing to status or other privilege-creating mechanism.
educated in hiring thus turns education into an instrument of competition for jobs, yielding therefore a divergence between private and social returns to education.\(^3\)

1.2. How the market for educated labor functions

(1) The functioning of the market for educated labor, in the traditional neoclassical writings, takes the form of a flexible wage: excess supply of educated labor leads to a reduction in the wage until the market is cleared.

(2) Alternatively, one can postulate that the wage is sticky and that the educated laborer, when in excess supply, spills over into open unemployment (as in standard Keynesian, short-run analysis). The counterpart to this in trade-theoretic literature is the analysis of a generalized sticky wage in general equilibrium, as in Brecher (1974) and Lefeber (1971). Such a clearance of the labor market for educated labor, however, is unsatisfactory, in general equilibrium analysis, as the educated labor force could always seek employment in the uneducated labor market: an idea which we turn to later.

(3) Yet another version of the spillover under the sticky wage is that introduced by Harris and Todaro (1970) where they equate the employment-rate-weighted, 'expected' wage in the sector with unemployment to the 'actual' wage in the sector with full employment in a homogeneous-labor market model for analyzing intersectoral migration. This approach would imply that the excess supply of educated labor would spill over into unemployment, with the 'expected' wage in educated employment then becoming the sticky wage weighted by the jobs as a proportion of the educated labor force. This is a sensible assumption if we think of every member of the educated labor force as having equal, randomized access to the available jobs, i.e. that, in the steady state, everyone is earning the expected wage and is therefore 'underemployed' rather than 'unemployed.' Note that this assumption implies that the average wage

\(^3\)(i) It may be argued that, in some cases, the 'fairness-in-hiring' rule may only be an indirect proxy for screening for better ability. This is however not necessarily so; and the nonequivalence in reality of the two alternative hypotheses is evident to us from the fact that employers advertise for jobs, specifying lower educational requirements than they 'settle for,' as also from the fact that most educational qualifications have been 'objectively speaking' reduced in terms of their intellectual input anyway, degenerating often into sheer lapse of time, energy and financial resources by the candidate (as with law degrees in India, which are acquired typically via diets of capsuled questions and answers).

(ii) Next, we may note that labor market imperfection could also account, in some cases, for the preference for a once-and-for-all upgrading of educational requirements. Thus, if jobs 1 to \(n\) objectively require increasing qualification but the access to the more-skilled jobs is partly or wholly biased in favor of those who already hold the less-skilled jobs (because of unionized rules giving preference to those already within the organization), then it could well pay the employer to 'overbuild' the skills at the lower end of the job ladder. This argument however explains why the employer may advertise for candidates with greater qualifications than (currently) necessary for a job; it does not really explain why he would advertise for the job with specification of lesser qualifications and then hire those who have more.
to educated labor has indeed been cut but that, unlike with the flexible wage assumption, the cost of hiring to the employer is not. We therefore have here a source of inefficiency in the economic system: the method of cutting the wage is inefficient.

(4) Finally, we can stick to the sticky wage assumption and instead assume that if the educated labor force exceeds the jobs for which it is qualified, then the excess supply filters down to the ‘next-best’ job in the ‘job ladder.’ Thus the average wage of educated labor is again cut in effect: for, it is a weighted average of the ‘best’ and the ‘next-best’ wages.

In the model of education that we analyze in this paper, we take the last assumption on how the labor market works (i.e. we take a job ladder model) and we analyze its implications for issues such as: in what way is the system suboptimal vis-a-vis a flexible-wage model, would education be overexpanded in such a regime, and how precisely would the private and social marginal product to education diverge?

The job ladder model is reduced to its essential framework by assuming only two noneducational sectors: sector 1 which employs only educated labor and sector 3 which employs, at identical wage, both educated and uneducated labor. Sector 2 employs educated labor as teachers at an exogenously specified student-teacher ratio. The ‘job ladder’ phenomenon is then introduced by assuming that wage in sectors 1 and 2 is fixed–sticky and that the supply of educated labor in excess of its employment in sectors 1 and 2 then ‘spills over’ into sector 3.

Now, in section 2, we compare this model with the flexible wage model and with the socially optimum solution, in order to examine its economic implications. This analysis is thus predicated on the assumption that the top rung in the job ladder, sector 1, uses only educated labor because it ‘needs’ educated labor. Thus, the job ladder model in this section presupposes the use of educated labor, in ‘its’ sector 1, as ‘productive’ along the lines of the training models; and our theory of education therefore departs from them essentially in regard to the ‘job ladder’ assumption: an assumption which leads us to characterize the model equivalently as the ‘minimum wage’ model.

In section 3, however, we proceed to interpret the job ladder model rather as one where sector 1 employs only educated labor because employers ‘prefer’ educated to noneducated labor in hiring on the fairness principle: the fourth assumption delineated above under subsection 1.1. Thus both educated and uneducated labor could, in principle, be employed with equal productivity in sector 1 but the educated enjoy preference in hiring. Hence, as long as the educated labor force available for employment in sector 1 exceeds the jobs in sector 1 at the fixed wage, sector 1 will hire only educated labor. Thus, the ‘job ladder’ – minimum-wage model in section 2 applies equally to the case where the ‘fairness’ principle in hiring is in force. What does change however is the comparison with the flexible wage model and the social optimum. For, in the flexible wage model with the ‘fairness’ principle, we would now have to allow for the hiring of
uneducated labor in sector 1 as well: and, with both kinds of labor equally productive within each of sectors 1 and 3, educated labor supply will fall to zero even if there is no direct or opportunity cost to getting educated.

Note next that we will compare the 'job ladder' (or 'minimum wage') model with the flexible wage model and with the social optimum solution, in each of sections 2 and 3 as already explained, using two alternative devices for handling the education sector: (i) that there is a domestic education sector which uses educated labor to produce educated labor; and alternatively, in the Appendix, (ii) that education is undertaken with foreign teachers.

Finally, we should note that the 'job ladder plus fairness-in-hiring' education theory presented here was described in an earlier draft [cf. Bhagwati (1972)] as the 'overqualification' theory of education – since jobs get upgraded in regard to educational requirements under the process captured by the theory. As it happens, the same theory, in its essence, has been developed independently in an elegant contribution by Fields (1974), who describes the model as a 'bumping' model where the educated displace the uneducated through the preferential hiring phenomenon. The Fields model, which corresponds closely to that earlier developed by us [cf. Bhagwati (1972)], is based on his (1972) thesis and differs from our present analysis in the following respects: (i) Fields works with a prespecified number of jobs in alternative markets whereas we formally specify a general equilibrium model where the number of jobs is determined by the specification of the sticky wage; (ii) the Fields analysis is in partial equilibrium whereas our model is specified in general equilibrium terms, with commodity prices, the market for production of educated labour, etc., explicitly set out, so that our model is amenable to analysis of familiar issues such as the welfare effects of subsidising or taxing education; and (iii) whereas Fields considers the effects of his model for the demand for education in LDCs, our analysis is focused on the precise nature of the breakdown in economic efficiency that such an educational process implies in an economy (though consequences for the size of the educated labour force etc. are also spelled out in the analysis).

2. The 'pure' job ladder model and analysis

We now set out the job ladder model in its different dimensions, describing the production functions, the education sector, the determination of the wage structure, etc. We also describe, in the process, how the model modifies if we instead assume a flexible wage. Recall that we will be interpreting the job ladder in its 'pure' version in section 2 (where sector 1 employs only educated labor because it 'needs' educated labor) and in its 'augmented' version in section 3 (where sector 1 can employ both educated and uneducated labor equally at identical wage but the 'fairness' principle in hiring leads to hiring of only educated labor in sector 1 as long as the supply of educated labor for such employment is not below the jobs available in sector 1).
2.1. The production functions and relative output prices

We set up the following simple two-sector model which enables us to capture the essence of the job ladder phenomenon without bringing in any inessential complications. In sector 1 output is a function $f(L^E)$ only of $L^E$, the number of educated laborers employed, the production function being strictly concave with marginal product $f''(L^E)$, being positive for all $L^E > 0$ and infinite (zero) for $L^E = 0$ ($\infty$). (One could, if one wishes, postulate a two-factor production function with the factor other than labor being kept constant). In sector 3, output is a linear function $wL$ of labor employed.4 (Again, one could, if one wishes, postulate that sector 3 relates to agriculture in a land-abundant economy.) Let us assume that our economy is 'small' and open in the sense that the relative price of output of sector 1 to that of sector 3 is exogenous to it. Without loss of generality we can assume this relative price to be unity.

2.2. The education sector

It is assumed that the only direct costs of education are teaching costs per unit of time per person in school. We consider two alternative ways in which the education sector is organized. In the first version, the education sector is domestic and the teachers are drawn from the pool of the educated labor force, with the teacher–student ratio exogenously specified. The direct cost per student year will then equal the teacher–student ratio times the teacher’s wage. In the second version (in the Appendix), the direct cost of education is assumed to be payment for foreign teachers and hence a charge on national income.

2.3. The determination of the wage structure

The wage of an uneducated laborer is set equal to his marginal value product $w$ (in terms of the numeraire, the output of sector 1, given the exogenously-specified relative output price of unity) in the only sector employing him, namely sector 3. In the minimum wage version of the model, the wage of an educated laborer employed in sector 1 is set at $\lambda w (\lambda > 1)$ and that of a teacher in the domestic education sector at $\lambda_2 w (\lambda_1 > \lambda_2 > 1)$. In the flexible wage version of the model, however, the wage of an educated laborer as a worker in sector 1 or as a teacher in the domestic education sector equals his marginal value product in sector 1.

4The assumption that educated and uneducated labor in sector 3 have the same productivity is, of course, the essence of our model. Remember that, as with all theory, we are building a 'stylized' model that focuses on one central idea. In reality, it may well be that, in certain sectors, the employment of educated labor, in the long run, may wind up causing unanticipated productivity gains or that the employment of such labor in upgraded jobs may even cause loss of productivity due to inaptitude—could a Nobel Laureate in Economics sweep the streets well?—or discontent at the desk.
2.4. The determination of the size of the educated labor force

The size of the educated labor force is determined such that, for an educated worker, the present value of his income stream net of any educational costs charged to him during his period of education equals the present value of his income stream had he not educated himself but was employed in sector 3 throughout his working life. More precisely, let the working life of a worker be \( T \) periods, of which the first \( t \) periods are spent in school if he chooses to educate himself. Let the nonnegative rate of discount be \( r \). Let \( c \) be the educational costs charged to the worker per each period in school. Let \( \bar{w} \) be the wage per period of an educated worker. Then,

\[
-c \int_0^T e^{-rt} \, dt + \bar{w} \int_t^T e^{-rt} \, dt = w \int_0^T e^{-rt} \, dt.
\]

Denoting by \( \gamma \) the ratio of \( \int_t^T e^{-rt} \, dt \) to \( \int_T^T e^{-rt} \, dt \), we have

\[
\gamma \bar{w} = w + (1-\gamma)c.
\]

In the flexible wage model, entrepreneurs in sector 1 will then equate the marginal product of labor in that sector to \( \bar{w} \). In the minimum wage model, \( \bar{w} \) will further equal the weighted average of the wages in sectors 1, 2 and 3, with the weights equaling the proportion of the educated labor force employed in each of these sectors respectively. However, in determining \( c \), we will allow for situations in which \( c \) differs from the direct costs of education as, for instance, in the case where the state subsidizes in full or partially the costs of education.

2.5. The steady state

Except for some brief remarks later, we shall be concerned mainly with comparison of steady states and not with the dynamic approach to the steady state. In the steady state it will be assumed that the total labor force is set at unity by choice of units and a portion \( L^E \) of the labor force is educated. Given that the working life of a person is \( T \) periods, of which \( t \) periods are spent in school in the case of an educated worker, it is clear that the number of persons in school in a steady state is \( \frac{t}{T-t} L^E \). Let us denote the fraction \( \frac{t}{T-t} \) by \( \delta \). Hence the number of students in a steady state is \( \delta L^E \). Denoting by \( e \) the teacher-student ratio in the domestic education sector, it follows that the number of teachers in a steady state is \( e \delta L^E \). Since the employment of educated workers in sector 1 is \( L^E_1 \), the number of workers employed in sector 3 will therefore equal \( [1 - L^E - (1+e)\delta L^E] \) in the case of the domestic education sector (and \( [1 - L^E_1 - \delta L^E] \) in the case where teachers are foreign).
2.6. Equilibrium

We discuss at length only the case in which there is a domestic education sector. As noted already, the case in which the teachers are foreign is briefly discussed in the Appendix.

Note that the size of the total labor force is given and normalized at unity and that the employment in the domestic education sector is determined once the size of the educated labor force is determined because of our assumptions of a fixed student-teacher ratio and a steady state. Hence, the equilibrium values of only two variables, namely the size \( L^E \) of the educated labor force and the part of it, \( L^T_1 \), that is employed in sector 1, are to be determined. We have also two equations: one that equates the marginal value product of labor in sector 1 to the relevant wage rate thus determining the level of employment in that sector, and eq. (1') determining the size of the educated labor force.

Finally, the job ladder or equivalently the minimum wage model (with superscript M) will be distinguished from the flexible wage model (with superscript F) in the determination of wage rate in sector 1. We therefore proceed now to discuss these two alternative models in detail.

2.6.1. The job ladder or minimum wage model

Here the employment \( L_{1}^{EM} \) in sector 1 is determined, given the wage \( \lambda_1 w \) and the production function \( f \), through the following marginal productivity equation:

\[
f'(L_{1}^{EM}) = \lambda_1 w \quad \text{or} \quad L_{1}^{EM} = g(\lambda_1 w),
\]

where \( g(\cdot) \) is the inverse function \( f' \). Given our assumptions on \( f \), \( g(\cdot) \) is a decreasing function of its argument with \( g(0) = \infty \) and \( g(\infty) = 0 \).

A part of the educated labor force, \( \delta L_{1}^{EM} \), is employed as teachers at a wage rate \( \lambda_2 w \) in sector 2 in the steady state. This means that the expected wage rate \( \bar{w} \) of an educated worker is a weighted average of the wage rates \( \lambda_1 w \), \( \lambda_2 w \) and \( w \) in the sectors 1, 2 and 3 respectively, with weights \( L_{1}^{EM}/L^{EM} \), \( \delta \) and \([1 - \delta - (L_{1}^{EM}/L^{EM})] \). Hence, in this case, (1') becomes

\[
yw\left(\frac{\lambda_1 L_{1}^{EM} + \lambda_2 \delta L_{1}^{EM} + (1 - \delta) L_{1}^{EM} - L_{1}^{EM}}{L^{EM}}\right) = w + (1 - \gamma)c.
\]

This yields

\[
L^{EM} = \frac{\gamma(\lambda_1 - 1)wL_{1}^{EM}}{(1 - \gamma)(w + c) - \gamma w(\lambda_2 - 1)\delta}.
\]

This equilibrium solution is meaningful provided \((1 - \delta)L^{EM} \geq L_{1}^{EM} \), i.e. the size of the educated labor force net of teachers is at least as large as the employ-
ment in sector 1, and \((1 + \delta)L_{EM}^M \leq 1\), i.e. the educated labor force and the student body does not exhaust the total labor force. The first condition will be satisfied provided:

\[
(1 - \gamma)(w + c) - \gamma w(\lambda_2 - 1)e\delta \geq 0 \tag{4}
\]

or

\[
w + (1 - \gamma)c \geq \gamma w[\lambda_2 e\delta + (1 - e\delta)], \tag{4'}
\]

and

\[
\gamma w(\lambda_1 - 1)(1 - e\delta) \geq (1 - \gamma)(w + c) - \gamma w(\lambda_2 - 1)e\delta \tag{5}\]

or

\[
\gamma w[\lambda_1 (1 - e\delta) + \lambda_2 e\delta] \geq w + (1 - \gamma)c. \tag{5'}
\]

Now, the LHS of (4') which is the same as the RHS of (5'), \([w + (1 - \gamma)c]\), is the opportunity cost (but for a multiplicative factor of \(\int_0^T e^{-rt} \, dr\)) of education including the discounted sum of income foregone and tuition charges. The RHS of (4') is the discounted sum (but for the same factor) of the expected income of an educated worker when no educated worker is employed in the highest-paying sector 1. Inequality (4') thus ensures that it is not worthwhile to educate oneself if the job opportunity outside sector 3 consists of a teaching job! On the other hand, the LHS of (5') is the discounted sum of the expected income of an educated worker when no educated worker is employed in the lowest-paying sector 3. Thus (5') ensures that this sum is not below the opportunity cost of education. Thus (4') and (5') together ensure that the opportunity cost of education lies between the minimum expected income of an educated worker (when none of them is employed in sector 1) and the maximum expected income (when none of them is employed in sector 3).

Finally, the welfare measure \(W\) for comparing the outcomes of different models will be the value of output of sectors 1 and 3 (except in the Appendix when teachers are foreign, in which case the payments to them have to be subtracted). Essentially, therefore, we are placing no value on education as a consumption good. Thus:

\[
W^M = f(L_{EM}^M) + w[1 - L_{EM}^M - (1 + \varepsilon)\delta L_{EM}^M]. \tag{6}
\]

2.6.2. The flexible wage model

Turning now to the flexible wage model, we note that there can no longer be any difference in the wages of an educated worker by sector of employment.
Nor can there be any spillover of educated workers into employment in sector 3. Thus, in this model:

\[ L_{1}^{EF} = (1 - \varepsilon \delta)L^{EF}, \]  
\[ L_{2}^{EF} = \varepsilon \delta L^{EF}, \]  
\[ L_{3}^{EF} = 0. \]

The size of the educated labor force \( L^{EF} \) is determined by (1'), with \( \bar{w} \) satisfying

\[ f'(L_{1}^{EF}) = \bar{w}. \]  
\[ rf'(L_{1}^{EF}) = w + (1 - \gamma)c, \]  
or

\[ L_{1}^{EF} = g \left( \frac{w + (1 - \gamma)c}{\gamma} \right). \]  

This solution is clearly meaningful provided

\[ 1 \geq \left( \frac{1 + \delta}{1 - \varepsilon \delta} \right) L_{1}^{EF} \geq 0, \]

i.e. the educated labor force together with the student body does not exceed the total labor force.

The welfare level attained in this model is given by

\[ W^{F} = f(L_{1}^{EF}) + w[1 - (1 + \delta)L^{EF}]. \]  

2.6.3. The social optimum model

In this model, the size of the educated force \( L^{ES} \) is so chosen as to maximize welfare, i.e. such that \( L^{ES} \) maximizes \( f'[\{(1 - \varepsilon \delta)L\} + w\{1 - (1 + \delta)L\}] \) with respect to \( L \).

In defining this maximand, we have implicitly taken into account the fact that all educated workers are used either as teachers or as production workers in sector 1 and that, given \( L \) educated workers, \( \varepsilon \delta L \) have to be employed as teachers (since there will be \( \delta L \) students in school). Thus the employment in sector 1 is \( (1 - \varepsilon \delta)L \) and, in sector 3, it is \( \{1 - (1 + \delta)L\} \).
Maximization of the above function leads to the first-order condition:

\[ f'' \left( (1-\varepsilon \delta) L^{ES} \right) = \frac{w(1+\delta)}{1-\varepsilon \delta}, \]  

(13)

or

\[ L^{ES} = \frac{g \left( \frac{w(1+\delta)}{1-\varepsilon \delta} \right)}{1-\varepsilon \delta}. \]  

(13')

It is easy to interpret (13). The LHS represents the marginal social product of an educated worker. The RHS represents the marginal social cost (in terms of output foregone in sector (3) of adding one more person to employment in sector 1: this is so because maintaining one more educated person employed in sector 1 involves, in the steady state, withdrawing this person from sector 3 and in addition \[ \delta + \delta(\varepsilon \delta) + \delta(\varepsilon \delta)^2 \ldots \] = \( \delta/(1-\varepsilon \delta) \) students as well as \[ \varepsilon(\varepsilon \delta)^2 + \ldots \] = \( \varepsilon \delta/(1-\varepsilon \delta) \) teachers. These persons, \( 1+\delta \frac{\varepsilon \delta}{1-\varepsilon \delta} = \frac{1+\delta}{1-\varepsilon \delta}, \)

would have produced \( w(1+\delta)/(1-\varepsilon \delta) \) in sector 3.

Finally, it is clear that the welfare level attained in this model is

\[ W^S = f \{(1-\varepsilon \delta) L^{ES}\} + w[1-(1+\delta)L^{ES}]. \]  

(14)

2.7. The comparison of steady states

We will now compare the steady state outcomes of the job ladder model with those of the flexible wage model on the one hand, and the latter with those of the social optimum model on the other. The variables whose values will be compared are: employment in sector 1, the size of the educated labor force, private and social marginal products of education, welfare levels, and the share of the educated labor force in total wage income.

2.7.1. The employment in sector 1

(A) Minimum vs. flexible wages. Comparing the minimum wage and flexible wage models, it is easy to see from (2) and (11') that \( L_{1,FM}^{EF} \leq L_{1,EF}^{EF}. \) This is because \( g(\cdot) \) is a decreasing function and \( \lambda_2 w \geq w[\lambda_1(1-\varepsilon \delta) + \lambda_2 \varepsilon \delta] \geq (w + (1-\gamma)\varepsilon c)/\gamma \)

in view of \( \lambda_1 \geq \lambda_2 \) and (5'). Thus the flexible wage model leads to equal or higher employment level in sector 1 than the minimum wage model.
(B) Flexible wage vs. social optimum. Furthermore, comparing the flexible wage with the social optimum models, we see from (11') and (13) that

$$L_1^{EF} \approx L_1^{ES} = (1-e\delta)L^{ES},$$

according as 

$$\frac{w+(1-\gamma)c}{\gamma} \approx \frac{w(1+\delta)}{1-e\delta}. \quad (15)$$

Rewriting (15) slightly differently, we get:

$$L_1^{EF} \approx L_1^{ES}$$

according as 

$$\frac{w}{\gamma} + c \left(\frac{1-\gamma}{\gamma}\right) \approx w(1+\delta) + \varepsilon \left(\frac{w(1+\delta)}{1-e\delta}\right) \delta. \quad (15')$$

Now, it can be easily shown that for nonnegative discount rates \(r\), \(1/\gamma \geq (1+\delta)\) and \((1-\gamma)/\gamma \geq \delta\) with equality holding only for a zero discount rate. Note also that \(\varepsilon[w(1+\delta)/(1-e\delta)]\) is the social cost of schooling per student year, being the product of the teacher–student ratio \(\varepsilon\) and the social wage of the teacher, \(w(1+\delta)/(1-e\delta)\).

It is evident, therefore, that as long as a student is charged at least as much as it costs socially to educate him,\(^5\) employment in sector 1 under a flexible wage model will not exceed the socially optimal level. This conclusion will hold even if the charge is below social cost, provided the private discount rate is sufficiently high. Of course, the two employment levels will be the same if either (i) the students are charged the social cost of education and the private discount rate is zero (as is the implicit social discount rate) or (ii) students are charged less than the social cost of education but the private discount rate is suitably high. The flexible wage model will lead to overemployment in sector 1 (i.e. to greater employment than is socially desirable) only if students are charged less than the social cost of education and the private discount rate is sufficiently low.

A perhaps more illuminating way of illustrating the effect of private discount rate and the fee charged to students is to note that if the education sector itself is privately organized with no subsidies or taxes from the state, the students will have to pay the direct cost of their education, namely, the product of the teacher–student ratio \(\varepsilon\) and the wage of a teacher. In the flexible wage model the

\(^5\)It would seem that the most prevalent situation is one where students are charged substantially less than the social cost of the education they receive.
latter equals the wage of an educated worker in sector 1, which in turn equals the marginal value product of labor in that sector. Hence we have

$$\gamma f'(L_1^{EF}) = w + (1 - \gamma)\theta f'(L_1^{EF}),$$

or

$$L_1^{EF} = g\left(\frac{w}{\gamma - (1 - \gamma)\theta}\right).$$

Comparing this value of $L_1^{EF}$ with $L_1^{ES}$, we note the two will be equal when $\gamma = 1/(1 + \delta)$. And $\gamma$ will equal $1/(1 + \delta)$ when the private discount rate is zero, and will be less than $1/(1 + \delta)$ when the private discount rate is positive, resulting in $L_1^{EF}$ being less than $L_1^{ES}$. Thus, the fact that individuals have a positive time preference, while our implicit social rate of time preference is zero, leads to an underexpansion of the education sector in the flexible wage model even if the students pay the full market cost of education. A subsidy towards educational costs will be needed to reach the social optimum in such a situation.

(C) Minimum wage vs. social optimum. Our third and final comparison of the minimum wage and the social optimum models in respect to employment in sector 1, on the other hand, is straightforward. As long as the minimum wage in sector 1, namely $L_1^{EM}$, is greater (less) than the social product of labor $w(1 + \delta)/(1 - \varepsilon \delta)$, then $L_1^{EM}$ will be less (greater) than $L_1^{ES}$.

2.7.2. The size of the total educated labor force

(A) Minimum vs. flexible wages. Again, we begin by comparing the minimum wage and flexible wage models. We first note that, from (3') and (7),

$$L_1^{EM} = \theta L_1^{EM},$$

where

$$\theta = \frac{\gamma(\lambda_1 - 1)w}{(1 - \gamma)(w + c) - \gamma w(\lambda_2 - 1)\varepsilon \delta},$$

and

$$L_1^{EF} = L_1^{EF}.$$
(5') will be violated.) Then, given \( \lambda_1 w = \lambda_2 w = (w+(1-\gamma)c)/\gamma \), it follows that \( \theta = 1/(1-\delta) \) as well. Hence \( L_{EM} = L_{EF} \).

Suppose next that \( \lambda_1 \) is now left unchanged while \( \lambda_2 \) is increased. It is clear then that, as \( \lambda_1 \) is increased, employment \( L_{EM}^1 \) in sector 1 decreases. However, \( \theta \) increases with \( \lambda_1 \). Hence, \( \theta \) will exceed \( 1/(1-\delta) \) and it is therefore possible that \( L_{EM} \) could exceed \( L_{EF} \) because of this factor. We can, however, say more than this. Thus, writing \( L_{EM} = \theta g(\lambda_1 w) \), we get

\[
\frac{dL_{EM}}{d\lambda_1} = \frac{L_{EM}}{\lambda_1-1} \left( 1 + \frac{\lambda_1-1}{\lambda_1} (\lambda_1 w) \frac{g'}{g} \right) = \frac{L_{EM}}{\lambda_1-1} \left( 1 + \frac{\lambda_1-1}{\lambda_1} \eta \right),
\]

where \( \eta \) is the elasticity of employment with respect to the wage rate in sector 1. If this (negative) elasticity is less (greater) in absolute value than \( \lambda_1/(\lambda_1-1) \), then \( L_{EM} \) will increase (decrease) as \( \lambda_1 \) increases. Thus we conclude that if the demand for labor in sector 1 is not very elastic with respect to the wage rate, the minimum wage model will lead to a larger educated labor force than the flexible wage model in the case where the specified minimum wage in sector 1 exceeds that under the flexible wage.

So far, in our comparison of the two models, we have kept the wages of teachers fixed at the value they take in the flexible wage model. Now, continue keeping \( \lambda_1 w \) (the minimum wage in sector 1) fixed at some value higher than its level in the flexible wage model, but increase \( \lambda_2 \). Since \( \lambda_2 \) does not affect \( L_{EM}^1 \), and an increase of \( \lambda_2 \) increases \( \theta \), \( L_{EM} \) will increase. Thus, in the case where the demand for labor in sector 1 is not very elastic with respect to the wage rate, increasing \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) works in the same direction and results in increasing \( L_{EM} \) above \( L_{EF} \). However, if the demand for labor in sector 1 is sufficiently elastic, we will have two opposing effects: while the increase in \( \lambda_1 \) will push \( L_{EM} \) below \( L_{EF} \), a simultaneous increase in \( \lambda_2 \) will raise \( L_{EM} \). The net result could then clearly go either way.

**(B) Flexible wage vs. social optimum.** Next, since \( L_{EF}^1 = (1-\delta) L_{EF} \) and \( L_{ES}^1 = (1-\delta) L_{ES} \), our earlier comparison of \( L_{EF}^1 \) and \( L_{ES}^1 \) is equivalent to comparing \( L_{EF} \) and \( L_{ES} \), and therefore we do not repeat our analysis.

**(C) Minimum wage vs. social optimum.** The comparison of \( L_{ES} \) with \( L_{EM} = \theta L_{EM}^1 \) is similar to the comparison of \( L_{EF} \) and \( L_{ES} \), as we now show.

Suppose that the social wage \( w(1+\delta)/(1-\delta) \) is less than \( (w+(1-\gamma)c)/\gamma \). In this case, clearly (3) cannot be satisfied if \( \lambda_2 w \leq \lambda_1 w \leq w(1+\delta)/(1-\delta) \). As such, a minimum wage equilibrium cannot exist. If we now raise \( \lambda_1 \), so that
\[ \lambda_1 w \text{ exceeds } w(1+\delta)/(1-\varepsilon\delta), \text{ such that a minimum wage equilibrium does exist, } L_{EM}^1 \text{ will fall below } L_{ES}^1 \text{ while } \theta \text{ will exceed } 1/(1-\varepsilon\delta). \text{ Again, the elasticity of demand for labor in sector 1 will then determine what happens to } L_{EM}.

Suppose instead that the social wage \( w(1+\delta)/(1-\varepsilon\delta) \) equals \( (w+(1-\gamma)c)/\gamma \). If we now set \( \lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = (w+(1-\gamma)c)/\gamma \), the minimum wage equilibrium is naturally identical to the social optimum one. Again, elasticity considerations will determine whether \( L_{EM}^1 \) will exceed or fall short of \( L_{ES}^1 \) as \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) are increased from this common value.

The interested readers can readily work out the results for the third case where \( w(1+\delta)/(1-\varepsilon\delta) \) exceeds \( (w+(1-\gamma)c)/\gamma \).

2.7.3. The marginal product of education

In our model, there is no possibility of varying ‘education’ at the margin, since the activity of education consists in spending a fixed 't' periods of one's lifetime in school. There are, however, a number of ways in which one can evaluate the contribution of education to an individual as well as to society. The first approach, a flow approach, is to attribute to education the difference in the wage of the educated laborer and that of an uneducated laborer, in the alternative models (flexible wage, minimum wage and social optimum). The second approach, a stock approach, is to attribute to education the difference in the sum of discounted earnings of an educated laborer and that of an uneducated laborer over their lifetime or (what is the same thing) over the period of lifetime after schooling. Since the lifetime as well as the schooling periods are the same in all models and since we are comparing steady states, the flow and stock approaches will lead to identical results with respect to the difference between private and social returns to education, provided the same rate of discount is applied in all cases. This is so because the stock return is a multiple of the flow return, the multiplication factor depending only on the discount rate, the length of schooling and the span of life. However, as we will see below, if we apply the private discount rate (presumed positive) in models other than the social optimum, and the implicit social discount rate of zero to the social optimum model, the stock and flow approaches could lead to different results.

Under the flow approach, the private marginal product of education is the difference between the wage \( \bar{w} \) that an educated laborer expects to earn and the wage of an uneducated laborer. In both the minimum wage and the flexible wage models this is the same and equals

\[
\frac{w+(1-\gamma)c}{\gamma} - w = \left(\frac{1-\gamma}{\gamma}\right) (w+c) .
\]

The social marginal product of education, on the other hand, is the difference
between the wage of an educated laborer and an uneducated one in the social optimum. This equals $w(1 + \delta)/(1 - \varepsilon \delta) - w$.

The difference between the private and social marginal product of education thus equals

$$\left(\frac{w + (1 - \gamma)c}{\gamma} - \frac{w(1 + \delta)}{1 - \varepsilon \delta}\right).$$

The factors influencing this difference have already been discussed in section 2.7.1.

It is also possible to compute a 'second-best' social marginal product to education in the following way. Suppose one more person is educated: what would be his net addition to output? In the minimum wage model, this will be zero as long as there are educated workers employed in sector 3, whereas in the flexible wage model it will equal the private marginal product to education.

Turning now to the stock approach, the difference in the discounted sum of lifetime earnings of an educated worker and that of an uneducated worker equals

$$\tilde{w} \int_0^T e^{-r\tau} \, d\tau - w \int_0^T e^{-r\tau} \, d\tau = (\tilde{w} - w) \int_0^T e^{-r\tau} \, d\tau - w \int_0^T e^{-r\tau} \, d\tau.$$

Now, $\tilde{w}$ equals $(w + (1 - \gamma)c)/\gamma$ in the flexible (or minimum) wage model and $w(1 + \delta)/(1 - \varepsilon \delta)$ in the social optimum model. It is seen from the above that if we apply the same discount rate $r$, the comparison of returns to education in the flexible (or minimum) wage model to that in the social optimum model reduces to a comparison of $\tilde{w}$ with $w$, as in the flow approach. Suppose, instead, we were to apply the positive private discount rate $r$ to the flexible and minimum wage models and the implicit social discount rate of zero in the social optimum model. It can then be verified that the private (stock) return to education in the flexible and minimum wage models is $c\int_0^T e^{-r\tau} \, d\tau$, as it should be, since in equilibrium the discounted excess earnings of an educated worker equal the discounted private cost of education. The corresponding figure in the social optimum model is $\tilde{w}(T - t) - wT$, where $\tilde{w} = w(1 + \delta)/(1 - \varepsilon \delta)$, or $[w(1 + \delta)/(1 - \varepsilon \delta)]T$, this being the direct cost of education (the teacher–student ratio ($\varepsilon$) multiplied into the wage of a teacher $w(1 + \delta)/(1 - \varepsilon \delta)$ and the period of schooling, $t$). For any $r > 0$, $t$ exceeds $\int_0^T e^{-r\tau} \, d\tau$. Hence if the charge levied, $c$, is not larger than the social cost $w(1 + \delta)/(1 - \varepsilon \delta)$ per student year, the stock return to education will be necessarily higher in the social optimum than in the flexible and the minimum wage models.

2.7.4. The welfare levels

It is obvious that the welfare level $W^S$ attained in the case of the social optimum model is the maximum attainable, and as such exceeds $W^F$ and $W^M$, the
welfare levels attained in the case of flexible and minimum wage models.\textsuperscript{6} 
It only remains to compare \( W^F \) and \( W^M \).

Now

\[
(W^F - W^M) = f(L^F_1) + w(1 - \frac{1 + \delta}{1 - \varepsilon \delta} L^F_1) - f(L^M_1) \\
- w(1 - \delta(1 + \varepsilon) L^M_1 - L^F_1),
\]

where \( \theta \) (as defined earlier) equals \( \gamma(\lambda_1 - 1)w/[(1 - \gamma)(w + c) - \gamma(\lambda_2 - 1)w] \). And, using the concavity of \( f \), we get

\[
(W^F - W^M) \geq f'(L^F_1)(L^F_1 - L^M_1) \\
- w \left( \frac{1 + \delta}{1 - \varepsilon \delta} L^F_1 - \delta(1 + \varepsilon) L^M_1 - L^F_1 \right) \\
\geq \left( f'(L^F_1) - \frac{w(1 + \delta)}{(1 - \varepsilon \delta)} \right)(L^F_1 - L^M_1) \\
+ \left( \theta - \frac{1}{1 - \varepsilon \delta} \right) \delta(1 + \varepsilon) L^M_1. \tag{16}
\]

Now, we have already shown that \( L^F_1 \geq L^M_1 \) and \( \theta > 1/(1 - \varepsilon \delta) \). Now \( f'(L^F_1) - (w + (1 - \gamma)c)/\gamma \) and, as discussed earlier, will exceed the social wage rate \( w(1 + \delta)/(1 - \varepsilon \delta) \) as long as the students are charged at least what it costs society to educate them and the private discount rates are positive.\textsuperscript{7} Hence, in these cases, \( W^F > W^M \): the flexible wage model leads to higher welfare than the minimum wage model.

\textsuperscript{6}The difference between \( W^S \) and \( W^F \) arises only because of the difference in private and social cost of education. This difference is due to two factors, as we have seen earlier: (i) the difference between \( c \), the cost borne by the student, and the direct cost of teaching him; and (ii) the fact that private discount rate is positive while the implicit social discount rate is zero. Hence, if the student pays his cost of education and the private discount rate is also zero, \( W^S \) and \( W^F \) will be equal. However, if the private discount rate is positive, then \( c \) has to be sufficiently less than the cost of education to bring about an equality between \( W^S \) and \( W^F \).

Incidentally, it may be worth noting that if we treat \( c \), the tuition fee per student, as a policy parameter, increasing it will improve welfare in the minimum wage model by reducing the incentive to get educated even though some educated workers are employed in sector 3. In the flexible wage model, increasing \( c \) will improve welfare only if the education sector is overexpanded relative to the social optimum.

\textsuperscript{7}In fact, as we argued, even if the students are charged less, this result holds provided discount rates are sufficiently high.
2.7.5. The share of educated labor in wage income

We finally turn to the income distributional implications of our educational model. The share $\alpha^i$ of educated labor in total wage income can be written as

$$\alpha^i = \frac{\bar{w}^i L^E_i}{\bar{w}^i L^E_i + \bar{w}[1 - (1 + \delta) L^E_i]}, \quad i = M, F, S,$$

where $\bar{w}^i$ is the expected wage of an educated worker. In the flexible wage and social optimum models $\bar{w}^i$ equals the actual wage of an educated worker (in sector 1 or sector 2), while in the minimum wage model it equals the weighted average of the wage rate $\lambda_1 w$ in sector 1, $\lambda_2 w$ in sector 2, and $w$ in sector 3. However, the private optimization decision regarding education ensures that this expected wage is the same in the minimum and flexible wage models.

(A) Minimum vs. flexible wages. Hence, we can conclude that $\alpha^F \equiv \alpha^M$ according as $L^E \equiv L^M$, i.e. according to whether the size of the educated labor force under a flexible wage model exceeds, equals, or falls short of that under the minimum wage model: conditions determining the latter having been already discussed earlier under section 2.7.2.

(B) Flexible wage vs. social optimum. As for the comparison of $\alpha^F$ and $\alpha^S$, however, it is clear that $\alpha^F \equiv \alpha^S$ according as $\bar{w}^F L^E \equiv \bar{w}^S L^E$. Since $L^E = [1/(1 - \varepsilon \delta)] L^EM$ and $L^E = [1/(1 - \varepsilon \delta)] L^ES$, it follows that $\alpha^F \equiv \alpha^S$ according to whether the labor income in sector 1 under a flexible wage model exceeds, equals, or falls short of that under the social optimum model. Clearly the answer depends in an obvious way on the elasticity of demand for labor with respect to the wage rate in sector 1.

(C) Minimum wage vs. social optimum. Finally, the comparison of $\alpha^M$ and $\alpha^S$ leads to the similar conclusion that $\alpha^M \equiv \alpha^S$ according as $\bar{w}^M L^EM \equiv \bar{w}^S L^ES$. In this case, however, we have $L^EM = \theta L^EM_1$, $L^ES = [1/(1 - 2\varepsilon \delta)] L^ES_1$ and $\theta \geq 1/(1 - 2\varepsilon \delta)$. Thus, in addition to the elasticity discussed above (for the $\alpha^F - \alpha^S$ comparison), the factor $\theta$ has to be taken into account in determining the behavior of the shares. For instance, if the expected wage $\bar{w}^M$ exceeds $\bar{w}^S$ and the demand for labor in sector 1 is inelastic with respect to wage rate, then we will find that $\alpha^M > \alpha^S$, i.e. the share of educated labor in the minimum wage model will exceed that in the social optimum model.
2.8. The approach to steady states

We now briefly discuss the approach to steady states. If one postulates the simple and natural adjustment mechanism that the rate of change of the size of the educated labor force is proportional to the difference between the expected lifetime discounted income (net of costs of education) of an educated worker and that of an uneducated worker, then it is easy to see that the steady states postulated in the earlier sections are reached asymptotically if the economy is not initially in the steady state, provided a steady state exists. The crucial equations to examine in this connection are (3) under the minimum wage situation and (11) under the flexible wage situation.

It is then immediately obvious that, with our assumptions on the production functions, a unique solution for $L^E$ exists in the flexible wage model. Provided this unique solution does not exceed the available total labor force net of teachers and students, it is also the unique steady state solution that is approached asymptotically. However, under the minimum wage situation, if $\gamma = 1$ (i.e. education requires no time) and $c = 0$ (i.e. students are charged nothing for their education), the LHS of (3) will always exceed the corresponding RHS as long as there is at least one educated worker. Thus the process of education goes on until all workers are educated. Thus either $\gamma < 1$ (i.e. education requires time or equivalently the opportunity cost in terms of income foregone is positive) or $c > 0$ (i.e. some of the direct cost of education is passed on to the students) is a necessary condition for the existence of a steady state. Of course, these ($\gamma$ or $c$ or a combination thereof) have to be sufficiently high if we are to preclude the situation in which the education process ends up with everyone educated.

3. Education as a competitive instrument: ‘Fairness-in-hiring’ in the job ladder model

If we now interpret the sole employment of educated labor in sector 1 as attributable to the ‘fairness-in-hiring’ principle, the analysis of the job ladder (i.e. minimum wage) equilibrium is not altered. However, we can no longer analyze the equilibrium in the flexible wage and social optimum models as in section 2.

Now that educated and uneducated labor are perfect substitutes for each other in sector 1 as well as sector 3, but education has resource costs, the size of the educated labor force will fall to zero in both the flexible wage and social optimum models, and thus together with it the employment opportunities for teachers! This means that in both these situations, the allocation of the labor

---

9To be exact, we assume that, if initially the size of the total educated labor force is less than $L^E_{1EM}$ (this latter being the level of employment in sector 1 when the marginal product equals the minimum wage), then each educated worker receives a wage which exceeds $\lambda_1 w$. 


force between sectors 1 and 2 will be such as to equate the marginal value productivity of labor in the two sectors. Thus $L_1^S = L_2^T$ and $f'(L_1^T) = w$. The rest of the labor force, namely $(1 - L_1^S)$, will be employed in sector 3.

The welfare level in this case is $W_S = f(L_1^T) + w[1 - L_1^T]$. It is trivially obvious that this exceeds $W_M$, the welfare under the minimum wage model, for

$$W_S - W_M = f(L_1^S) + w[1 - L_1^S] - f(L_1^M) - w[1 - L_1^M] - (1 + \varepsilon)\delta \theta L_1^M$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$$\geq f'(L_1^T)[L_1^S - L_1^M] - w[L_1^S - L_1^M(1 + \varepsilon)\delta \theta L_1^M]$$  \hspace{1cm} (17')

$$\geq w(1 + \varepsilon)\delta \theta L_1^M \geq 0, \quad \text{(since } f'(L_1^T) = w). \quad \text{(17'')}

Thus, as is to be expected, when education has no productivity, the minimum wage model with the fairness-in-hiring rule necessarily leads to a wasteful creation of an educated labor force.

4. Concluding remarks

In the foregone analysis, we have provided a general equilibrium analysis of a model of education in a job ladder model, with and without the fairness-in-hiring rule.\textsuperscript{10} The analysis has embraced positive aspects, as also efficiency and income-distributional implications.

The job ladder model with the fairness-in-hiring rule, as depicted in section 3, represents the ‘pure’ version of our theory, emasculating education of all productivity connotation of the human-capital or socialization variety. Hence it is the ‘ideal’ version to be compared with the alternative theories of education in their idealized versions. In particular, the contrast with the Arrow–Spence screening theory, which also departs from the productivity principle, should be noted.

Next, note that the analysis can be readily extended to cover the effects of alternative policy interventions in our job ladder model of the economy. In particular, we should remark in conclusion that the policy instrument to counter the fairness-in-hiring rule (whose inefficiency has been precisely modelled in section 3) is to ensure selection processes which eliminate the use of (excess) educational attainment as a hiring criterion. One way in which this can be done is to ensure randomized access by all qualified and overqualified applicants through the use of a lottery system.\textsuperscript{11} Note however that this would be a second-best policy, since it would nullify the fairness-in-hiring rule while continuing the job ladder economy;\textsuperscript{12} the first-best policy would clearly be to eliminate the fairness-in-hiring rule.

\textsuperscript{10}Note that the presence of the fairness-in-hiring rule requires a job ladder but the reverse is not true.

\textsuperscript{11}This has been proposed in Bhagwati (1973a).

\textsuperscript{12}The counterpart of this, in the Arrow–Spence screening theory, would be the question: is there a cheaper way of screening than using the educational system? This question has been discussed in Taubman and Wales (1973).
job ladder (and hence also the fairness-in-hiring practice) and to restore full flexibility of wages.

Finally, we should note that no simple theory of education—ours (job ladder and fairness-in-hiring) or the Schultz–Becker (human-capital) or the radical (socialization) or the Arrow–Spence (screening)—is likely to fit the entire educational system in any country. If we had to generalize at the peril of oversimplification, we would guess that the fairness-in-hiring theory is likely to apply most to liberal arts education in the less developed countries with developed educational systems inherited from progressive colonial governments (e.g. in Asia),\(^\text{13}\) the screening theory most to liberal arts education in the developed countries, and the human-capital doctrine to technical and scientific education in both LDCs and DCs.

Appendix: The foreign teachers model

We discuss briefly the implications of assuming that the education sector is operated exclusively by hiring foreign teachers. Let us assume that the payment to foreigners per student is \(k\) in terms of the numeraire. Naturally the payment to foreigners, \(k\delta L_{EI}[i = M, F \text{ or } S]\), has to be subtracted now from the sum of the values of output of sectors 1 and 3 to arrive at welfare levels.

Now, since only \(c\), the fees charged per student, enters the private cost calculations of the flexible and minimum wage models, the parameter \(k\) is irrelevant for this purpose. However, recall that the teacher–student ratio \(\varepsilon\) plays a role in the determination of equilibrium when domestic teachers are assumed. So, now we must set \(\varepsilon = 0\) to obtain the equilibrium values of the size of the educated labor force in the minimum and flexible wage models from eqs. (3') and (7). However, the welfare levels will now be

\[
W^M = f(L^M) + w[1 - L^M_1 - \delta L^M] - k\delta L^M,
\]

\[
W^F = f(L^F_1) + w[1 - (1 + \delta)L^F_1] - k\delta L^F_1.
\]

The fact that payment to foreign teachers has to be subtracted also affects the maximand in the social optimum model. Thus we maximize \(f(L) + w[1 - (1 + \delta)L] - k\delta L\) with respect to \(L\). This leads to

\[
f'(L^S) = w(1 + \delta) + k\delta.
\]

This is the analogue of (13) and has a similar interpretation. The LHS is the social product of an educated laborer while the RHS is the social cost in terms

\(^{13}\)For an application of our theory of education to the welfare analysis of the brain drain problem of less developed countries (LDCs), see Hamada and Bhagwati (1975).
of output foregone in sector 3 (from the withdrawal of \((1+\delta)\) persons, one person being added to the educated labor force and \(\delta\) persons to the student body) plus the direct cost of education equaling \(k\) per person in the educated labor force.

Comparisons of the sort made in sections 2.7.1–2.7.5, in the context of the present models with foreign teachers, lead to similar results as in those sections, provided it is understood that the direct social cost of education is \(k\) per student.
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